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H.C. Taylor Art Gallery
Opens Season This Week

By James L. Baskett

At the beginning of the year it was announced that the H. C. Taylor Art Gallery would not be open due to lack of funds. Fortunately, funds were made available, thanks to the efforts of the administrative office. The re-opening of the gallery will coincide with A&T's homecoming. The display will consist of Vincent Smith's paintings, drawings and gouache. There will be a display of Ethiopian Coptic Paintings from the Museum of African Art in Washington, D.C.

The last exhibit of the school year will be the Annual Arts Student Exhibit, which will take place in May of 1976. Because of the well-advanced planning of Mrs. Eva Miller, curator of the gallery, the 1975-76 year is now full, and she has started to work on the schedule for the school year of 1976-77.

According to Mrs. Miller, what the gallery needs is a good financial backing, not only from the school, but from the Greensboro Community and other organizations. Mrs. Miller hopes that the gallery will advance far enough to be able to purchase some paintings from some of the traveling exhibitions coming to A&T and the works of A&T Art Alumni.

Mrs. Miller hopes to get some help from students when it comes to setting up exhibits. So far she says that she has only four possible helpers. They are Earl Jones, Lynwood Barnes, Wilbur Mapps and Johnnie Rogers, all seniors.

The next exhibit will start November 8 and run through December 19. This exhibit will consist of Part II of the 37th Annual Exhibition Traveling show held at the Museum of Art in Raleigh. In addition to this, there will be a display of

Mrs. Rinehardt Becomes Queen

Attactive Mrs. Carolyn James Rinehardt, a microbiologist for the Bureau of Laboratories of the Pennsylvania Department of Health, is A&T's University "Miss A&T Alumni."

Mrs. Rinehardt was selected last week by the alumni association's homecoming committee. She will reign during the alumni activities in Greensboro this week and will serve as an alumni representative at various other functions during the 1975-76 academic year.

Currently a member of the American Society of Microbiologists, Mrs. Rinehardt, is a native of Newton, North Carolina, and the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. V.Q. James. She is the wife of Robert Rinehardt, also a graduate of A&T. The Rinehardts have two sons. She obtained the Bachelor of Science Degree with a major in Biology (pre-medicine) with a minor in Chemistry from A&T. While at A&T, she was a member of many organizations on the campus including the College of Science, American Chemical Society, Biology Club, German Club, Baptist Student Union, Sunday School, Marching and Symphony Bands, Explorers' Club and Women's Council.

She was also the queen of the Army Band for three years. Mrs. Rinehardt has attended Temple University for further study. She has attended workshops sponsored by the National Center for Disease Control located in Atlanta, Georgia. She has attended workshops sponsored by the American Microbiologists Association, the American Society of Microbiology, the American Society of Human Genetics and the American Society of Biological Psychology.

"Porgy" Shows Tenement Life

By Mary Cropps

The Richard B. Harrison Players opened their season in conjunction with homecoming Tuesday with the presentation of "Porgy", a drama by Dorothy and Duber Heyward.

The folk drama centers around the inhabitants of Catfish Row, a Black tenement section of Charleston, South Carolina, in the 1920's. The two principal characters in the play are Porgy, a crippled beggar, and Bess, a fallen woman whom Porgy takes in. Although Porgy and Bess are the main characters, the other inhabitants of Catfish Row manage to let the audience know that they have characters, dreams and ambitions too.

Avery Verdell, in the lead role of Porgy, is a veteran of A&T's theatre. He puts his whole being into the role. One of his finest moments in "Porgy" is the last scene in which he finds that Bess has gone. His portrayal of the anguish that Porgy feels brought a definite silence over the audience. Although the dialect that the cast had to adopt in order to obtain a note of authenticity was a stumbling block, Verdell managed to overcome this to some degree and deliver one of his finest performances.

Appearing in the role of Bess and in her first major role was freshman Mary Ann Logan. She portrayed the flashy-dressed, dope-sniffing, liquor drinking Bess with a rather.unsure air. Also the dialect seemed to be a deterrent to her performance. But, given time and more experience, Miss Logan should be able to overcome her difficulties.

Every drama has to have its light moments, and providing some of the light moments in "Porgy" was Jim Hare in the role of Sportin' Life. His portrayal of the flashy-dressed, "hip" dude was a constant source of delight.

Providing other moments of mirth in the drama was Marie Manley in the role of Serena. Her dialect seemed to fit well. Marie Manley was one of the most authentic characters in the play.

Another authentic character was Rita Munley in the role of Serina. She plays the role of the religious young woman with an air of certainty that makes her seem real. Some of the finest scenes in the play centered around the Catfish Row.
Miss A&T Takes Her Throne

By Mary E. Cropps

Beneath a canopy of silver stars and under the glare of a sparkling light, Christal Watson was crowned Miss A&T Thursday night before an overflow crowd in Moore Gymnasium.

The theme of the coronation was "A Plant From the Past, A Woman For The Future," and the class and organization queens chose costumes from the eras of the 1890s, 1920s, 1950s, and 1970s.

The high point of the affair was the grand entrance of Miss A&T. She appeared before the crowd in a glittering costume of blue and gold fashioned in a jacket with tails and hot pants.

The audience showed their appreciation with a resounding round of applause and whistles. Christal told the audience that she felt herself privileged to stand before them as queen of the university. She went on to say that we have to remember those who came before us who made it possible for us to enjoy the fruits of their labor.

Continuing, Chris said that now is the time for us to plan toward the future. She described the students as links in a chain that provided the energy for dreams to become true.

Chancellor Lewis Dowdy presented Christal with a check. In addition Christal was honored by a dance by Cheryl Robinson, SGA president, and exalted the queen with a rendition of "The Impossible Dream."

"I think that homecoming this year is going to be wonderful. I like the theme because it covers everything. It brings everybody closer together," explained Reba.

The high point of the affair was the night that Miss A&T was crowned. The audience with his rendition of the music for the coronation was provided by the A&T Jazz Ensemble.

Miss Alumni Is A Member Of School Board

Do not hallucinate.
Tenement Dwellers Are Prominent In 'Porgy' (Continued From Page 1)

inhabitants' religious gatherings in which Serena plays a major role.

All of the other tenement dwellers make their presence known at some time in the play. Sandra Jones, playing Clara, is stunning in the scene in which she realizes that her husband has been killed in the hurricane.

Other members of the cast are Charles Sales as Crown, Stephen Mack as Jake, David Adiebhrot as Minus, Charles Graham as Artie and Baxter Griffin as Robbins and the undertaker.

In addition, there is Richard Johnson as Peter, the Honeyman, who is also an amusing character. The cast rounds out with Kenneth Turner, Marc Bingonley, Michael Greene, Terry Murrell, Severia Richardson, Janice Shird, Alice Heaton, Tracy Webber and Carolyn Edwards.

ENGINEERING AND COMPUTER SCIENCE MAJORS... Think about your future.

At the National Security Agency, we think about your future - because our future and the future of this country's security depends on having a team of intelligent, motivated, concerned people. People like you. At NSA, you will help design and develop systems that are vital to our nation - the invulnerable communications and computer systems which transmit, receive, and analyze crucial information.

ENGINEERS, especially electronics engineers, find work which is unique - Typical engineering projects include the research, design, development, testing and evaluation of large scale, secure communications devices and systems. If you are assigned to NSA's extensive computer complex you will deal with technologies as many as five years ahead of the commonly known "state-of-the-art."

COMPUTER SCIENTISTS apply their knowledge in a wide variety of subdisciplines - systems design, systems programming, operating systems, compilers, applications analysis, and retrieval systems. You will work with the most advanced hardware and software in existence, and will quickly become involved with major projects.

NSA professionals have already made technological breakthroughs with solid state hardware, information recording, antenna design, and computer security. In the future, even more important innovations will occur, perhaps one of them will be yours.

Your placement office has more information on NSA Career Opportunities, including the dates for our campus interviews. Math majors desiring to become programmer-trainees can qualify for a NSA interview by first registering for the Professional Qualifications Test at the student placement office.

NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY
Fort George G. Meade, Maryland 20755
Attn M321. An equal opportunity employer.
Students Receive Scholarships

Five nursing students at A&T Sunday became the recipients of the prestigious Air Force ROTC two-year nursing scholarships. The students became the first A&T nursing students to win the awards which are granted on a national basis after screening by the Air Force ROTC Central Selection Board at Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama.

This year 89 of the two-year nursing scholarships were awarded to 22 different colleges.

Two Faculty Members Are Developing System

By Patricia Ingram

Dr. Richard Fields, director of university planning and administration, and Dr. George Dewawahi, assistant professor of business administration, are in the process of developing an information system that will provide the information needed most often by administrative units of the university decision making and problem solving.

The development of this system is divided into three phases. According to Dr. Fields, the first phase, referred to as Planning, Management, Evaluation (PME), is centered around the concept, "People Mean Everything." Its aim is to define the goals and objectives of each individual unit on campus.

The objective of the second phase, referred to as Management Information System (MIS), is to develop a system which will provide the administrative units accurate, up-to-date, and relevant information on a timely manner to assist them in performing their job functions.

As stated by Dr. Dewawahi, during this phase of the program, the kinds of information needed by administrators to perform their jobs more effectively will be defined and the system by which the information will be designed.

A grant of $395,000 has been received from the Advanced Institutional Development Program (AIDP) to fund the first and second phases of the program, which will take approximately three years to complete.

The third phase, entitled Transactional Information System (TIS), entails the functions of computerizing the data needed by administrative units and writing the programs for the information that is requested. No money has been donated for this phase of the program.

Foundation Will Sponsor Dinner

An address by John P. Condon, a retired Marine colonel and currently president of the National Alliance of Businessmen, will highlight the Foundation's third annual Black Tie Dinner sponsored by the A&T University Foundation, on November 21.

The dinner, which annually serves as a salute to the Foundation's individual and corporate supporters, will be held at 7:30 p.m. in the Hilton Inn.

Special tributes will be paid this year to J. W. R. Grenly, a longtime A&T instructor and landscape design specialist; B. H. Thornton, Durham civic worker and treasurer of the A&T national alumni association; and Tal Williams, Greenboro businessman.

Other honorees will be members of the Chancellor's Council (persons who have contributed $500 or more annually to the foundation), and the Chancellor's Scholar, whose students who have former students who received scholarship assistance from the foundation.

Foundation President Ted Coston, executive secretary of the foundation, said more than 500 persons are expected for the dinner.

$33,500,000 Unclaimed Scholarships

Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and fellowships ranging from $50 to $70,000. Current list of these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15, 1975.

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS

11275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025

I am enclosing $9.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling.

PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:

Name:
Address:
City State Zip

(California residents please add 6% sales tax.)

Dudley Seeks To Share Success

"I want to make 200 Black millionaires, 1,000 Blacks worth $500,000 and another 1,000 worth $30,000 or more."

Joe Dudley's battle cry has become more than an engrossing poem; with him it's a religion.

Already himself one of the nation's tallest and most successful Black businessmen, Dudley is now into this thing of wanting to share his kind of economic success with Blacks across the country.

Dudley, whose cosmetic firms and 400 door-to-door salesmen have helped him to gross over $1 million for each of the past three years, said it is the economic plight of Blacks in the U.S. which caused him to undertake his self-sufficiency program.

"Blacks don't know that they can become self-sufficient," said Dudley, who at the age of 38 has just about become that.

"Anybody who is really willing to make changes can become a success," he said, "I want to share my knowledge, everybody will make money according to their ability.

What Dudley really wants to do is set up distributors for Fuller products, which helped to enrich Chicago's S. B. Fuller some years ago.

Fuller is generally believed to have been the first Black businessman to earn millions of dollars through his cosmetics and other business interests.

Dudley maintains that, if his plan is successful, within 10 years he would have helped to generate "102,000 self-sufficient Blacks."

"Mr. Fuller has been working on this self-sufficiency program for 40 years," said Dudley, "and I want to continue it." The Green's Company, which is scheduled to become the president of the Fuller enterprises some time next year, is currently interested in the problems of the Black people," said Dudley. "A people that knows how to sell its wares is the first step toward making headway with it."

Dudley already has distribution centers in half a dozen cities in North Carolina as well as in Virginia, Washington, D.C., and New York City. He said he hopes to become involved in most of the nation's largest population centers.

Dudley's philosophy is that door-to-door selling can be a direct route to a good life for many Blacks.

"There are 3.5 million people selling door-to-door across this nation and doing better than ever," he said. "I want to make millions of them successful, too."

He also talks about high school and college dropouts who are now taking home upwards of $300 per week.

Dudley will spend the next few years meeting with persons interested in improving their economic lot, that is, in becoming owners of something.

"All these persons have to do is contact me in Greensboro," he said, "and I will show them my plan for success."

When Dudley talks, this is no (See Successful, Page 16)
**Gospel Festival Raises Spirit Of Aggies High**

By Steven Sims

The spirit was high and it seemed as though spiritual authority took control early in the Gospel Feast, Wednesday evening at 9:35. The master of ceremonies, Bro. Alfred Gee, began the evening of spiritual enrichment in Harrison Auditorium with the A&T State University Gospel Choir. Following the Aggie Choir, the well-traveled East St. Louis Gospellettes, along with the Frank Williams Young Adult Choir rendered what can best be termed as music with a message. At intermission, S.G.A. president, Ted Mangum welcomed all visitors to Aggieland and remarked that all the homecoming crowd, few if any, will be able to rival the enthusiasm captured by the gospel audience.

After a brief intermission, the final segment of the show featured the Holy Light of Baltimore Md., and the Brooklyn Altars of New York, N.Y. At the end of the evening, Ms. Evan Smith, the director of A&T's gospel choir, was asked to render a selection as a tribute to her hard work in organizing and planning the Gospel Feast.

**N.C. Prisons Are Overcrowded Says Inmates**

**ALBEMARLE, AP-Four prisoners have filed a lawsuit in U.S. District Court in Greensboro, advancing their plan to relieve overcrowding in North Carolina prisons.**

Their proposal: Don't lock up any more people, at least until the overcrowding is relieved. The felony prisoners with the plan, inmates at the Stanly County corrections unit, were listed in the suit as Tommy Bolding, 25, of Concord; and Raymond Creason, 52, of China Grove; Samuel Boti, 32, of Gastonia; Robert Fink, 27, of Cullowhee.

They typed their lawsuit on notebook paper and filed it last week as papers in the tradition of jailhouse lawyers. They named corrections Secretary David Jones as defendant. The suit adds that, since overcrowding causes inmate tensions to rise, guards cannot adequately protect prisoners from one another, making it harder for prisoners to get along with each other.

The suit contends that overcrowding causes inmate tensions to rise, making it harder for prisoners to get along with each other.

**The Gospel Choir, along with HIM, enlightens the Aggie audience.**

**Engineers & Computer Specialists**

Your degree can get you ahead faster with us than with anybody else.

Here's why:

1. You are needed right now. Or as soon as you get your degree. Our project teams are crying for good young professionals who can grab hold fast.

2. You'll get a chance to prove how good you are. Everybody is evaluated regularly; there are no missing persons at TI. If you're good, you move up fast. No matter how long the people above you have been there.

3. You'll be involved in state-of-the-art projects. Advanced airport and airborne radars. New infrared and laser electronics applications. TI is the technological leader in literally scores of product fields. This leadership has produced more than 3,500 patents.

4. You'll work on a complete system. No threat of getting locked into a repetitious situation. You'll work on a small project team. You'll interface daily with other disciplines and other phases of your overall program.

5. You'll work in a job-stable, multi-market situation. We have a variety of products and markets. We're not heavily dependent on any one of them — and neither is your job.

**Live in Dallas, You'll like working and living in the Southwest's largest, liveliest metropolitan area. Dallas has got something for everybody: pro football, two civic opera companies; a cost of living well below the national urban average; and within 100 miles, 31 big lakes and excellent hunting for deer, turkey, quail and dove.**

We're the Equipment Group of Texas Instruments. We've got jobs right now in manufacturing and design for:

- BS, MS, PhD in Electrical Engineering
- BS, MS in Mechanical Engineering
- BS in Industrial Engineering or Manufacturing Technology
- BS, MS in Computer Science

The Equipment Group will be interviewing on campus October 20

For more information, write:
Charmaine Laughlin, Texas Instruments, P.O. Box 6015, M/S 222, Dallas, Texas 75222.

**Texas Instruments Incorporated**

An equal opportunity employer.
Blacks, Participate!

All of the present talk about whether or not we, as Black Americans, should participate in the Bicentennial celebrations stems from a bunch of ridiculous ideas. It seems that “to celebrate or not to celebrate” is the only question we ask about the Bicentennial.

Some of us seem to be afraid that our failure to participate will be the basis for the perishing of our history. I’d like to know how they were able to deduce that the history of a race will die if the people of that race refuse to partake in some celebration, no matter how large or small the celebration may be. They should realize that you don’t just wipe out the history of a race by waving a wand.

Others of us are going around saying we shouldn’t celebrate because we aren’t free. This is the most ridiculous thing I have heard yet. First, I would like to know how these people define “free”. Then, I’d like to know what groups of people they think are free. There probably wouldn’t be a great number of people ever celebrating anything, if they had to wait until they were free before celebrating. Even while in bondage, our people, were known to take part in many celebrations. Do these critics condemn our ancestors for such actions? Surely, we have a great deal more freedom than our enslaved ancestors.

There are several other arguments, both pro and con, about the participation of Black Americans in the American Bicentennial. There are so many of us going around today eating, sleeping, and drinking nothing but “Blackness”. They don’t want to hear about anything else.

I’d like to summarize my views on the American Bicentennial by paraphrasing a few statements made by Dr. John Henry Clark in Harrison Auditorium, Tuesday. Now is the time for us to locate ourselves on the map of human geography. We must find out not only where we still must go, but, also, where we still must be. The world is ruled by neither beauty nor Blackness, but by power.

Therefore, I see it as being very important that the American Bicentennial find Black America, not as a spectator, but as a participant.

Our Household Is Being Threatened

By Benjamin T. Forbes

There couldn’t possibly a better time than now, at homecoming for all Aggies, young and not so young, to unite to fight those who seek to belittle and destroy us.

For the returning alumni who have not heard of the many absurd statements and decisions made on the local, state, and national levels against A&T in the past year, this writer would like to enlighten you on them.

Last April, Senator Ralph Scott of Alamance County made a statement which expressed the need to close A&T. Senator Scott suggested that A&T be closed and merged with the University of North Carolina at Greensboro (UNC-G).

Senator Scott even had the audacity to insinuate that A&T was a “have not” school. We may be lacking in many things, but this is not of our doing. Those persons who channeled monies out of the university system in North Carolina are responsible for our “have not” condition.

In November of last year, a committee was set up by the UNC Board of Governors to study the campuses of North Carolina State University in Raleigh and A&T to determine which school would be best suited to institute a new program; that being a school of veterinary medicine. The committee of two faculty members from Ohio State University suggested the vet school be placed at N.C. State. This was a setback which hindered A&T from moving out of the “have not” category.

Continuing, after years of struggling to become the first Black woman to be elected Guilford County Commissioner, the late Zoe Barbee asked the board of commissioners to support A&T in its attempts to obtain the vet school. She was bluntly turned down. A minute ray of hope came to A&T over the summer when the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW) threatened to withhold millions of dollars in federal funds to the University of North Carolina system if it went ahead with plans to establish a school of veterinary medicine at N.C. State and not put a similar program of equal status at A&T.

That small ray of hope quickly vanished when David Matthews, former President of the University of Alabama, became the new secretary of HEW. It now seems that the bureaucracy of the federal government has stepped in to aid in the destruction of A&T.

The most recent setback however came from HEW when it withdrew its opposition concerning the location of the proposed vet school. HEW’s decision seemed to please Dr. William Friday, president of the UNC System, as he said it was the only “proper” thing to do.

To the students, alumni, and Aggie friends, it is past time for our bottled-up feelings to be known. The homecoming theme: “A Blast From The Past Through Aggieland,” should not only look back into this university’s past, but into its future. As things look now, A&T may not have much of a bright future if we do not unite and act now.

Homecoming is a time for “family members” to reunite as one. Alumni, students, and A&T friends, our household is being threatened. What are we going to do?
Students Plan New Organization

Editor of The Register:

Plans for a unique organization are underway here on campus. Members of this organization will call themselves Brothers in Christ (BIC) and Sisters of Brothers in Christ (SOBIC).

Every fraternity and sorority on campus apparently stands for brotherly and sisterly love; and yet, if there is any love being conveyed between the organizations, it is limited within them.

This organization has resolved to be different. One of its aims is to extend this love and compassion beyond its walls and directly into the mainstream of daily campus life. A small fee is the only requisite for becoming a member. However, it is expected of each member to have acknowledged Jesus Christ as his Lord and Savior and that he will ascertain love for God, himself and people if he doesn’t already have it.

This organization hopes to give of its time and energy in helping supply the needs in the people’s moral and spiritual realms. It intends to apply the Christian morals and ethics in daily living.

With the various fraternities on campus, one may ask if we need anymore. As I see it, we, as a student body, are striving for something which the other groups have been unable to fulfill. I say that BIC-SOBIC has potential because it has a lot going for it.

This organization will have power, love, faith, hope and joy; and, most important of all, it will have a deep abiding trust in Christ. I think these qualities are important requisites in getting the program underway and achieving all of its goals.

Debra Daniels

Out Of The Mouths Of Black Folk

Richard Allen (1760-1831)

Richard Allen, an ex-slave, was the founder and first Bishop of the African Methodist Episcopal Church. He shared the belief with many other Blacks of his day, as well as with the beliefs of Blacks of this period, that the subordinate status of Blacks was due not to heredity but, rather to an environment controlled by men insensitive to the needs of their darker fellowmen.

Addressing himself to the importance of education in uplifting any people, Allen stated:

"We believe if you would try the experiment of taking a few black children, and cultivate their minds with the same care and let them have the same prospect in view as to living in the world, as you would wish for your own children, you would find upon the trial, they were not inferior in mental endowments..."

Homecoming Is A Money-Making Event For 'Boro

By Robert Cranke

A&T State’s homecoming is one of the top money-making events in the city of Greensboro. The annual event alone will bring in 15,000 alumni from all parts of the country.

Joseph D. Williams, Sr., the director of Alumni Affairs, said that the 15,000 alumni should spend roughly $500,000 during their short stay in Greensboro. He estimated that each individual will spend between $100.00 to $150.00. A&T will get about $125,000 of the $500,000.

A reliable source from the Greensboro Chamber of Commerce estimated that, with 20,000 people at $37.00 each per day for two days, the City of Greensboro should receive well over three million dollars. Most of the money will go to the merchants and various motels and hotels.

Munson Extends Gratitude To Contributing Students

By Patricia A. Owens

Lawrence C. Munson, director of Food Service, would like to extend his gratitude to the students for giving money for that which was stolen about three weeks ago out of the cafeteria.

Teresa Bomb had her purse stolen with her personal belongings including $23.00. Jars were then put in each line for students to contribute in order to replace the stolen money. Students were asked to give two cents or whatever they had for Teresa. Now that the money has been replaced, Munson feels the students should be thanked for their efforts in replacing Teresa’s stolen money.
Noted Historian Speaks Here

By Maxine McNeill

The administrators and student body here at A&T were honored on Tuesday, to hear the noted historian Dr. John Henry Clark speak. Clark was one of the SGA's additions to the homecoming festivities for this week. He spoke on the topic "What Bicentennial means to Blacks.

Clark said that he had traveled here and abroad and that he tried to deal with problems that face all Black people. He said that American Blacks are hung up in ideological arguments.

Clark said that we should focus our attention on problems that are facing Black people. Among the problems he mentioned was whether or not Black studies classes in the schools should survive. He said that we have forgotten Black accomplishments. He continued, "Some of our leaders during the Black revolution wanted Black people to be in power completely," said Clark.

Being out of power, he added, builds a longing for it; but, when you get close to power, you fear it.

Clark said that a good education is essential for Black survival. "From our institutions," said Clark, "we get what we need to secure our people. The Black students of today have forgotten what the Black students in the past set out to accomplish.

"The sit-ins started with A&T students; then it spread to Black campuses all over the nation."

In looking at Blacks and the Bicentennial issue, Clark said that the length of time we've been here and our achievements play a big role in the answer to whether or not we should join in the celebration.

Clark said, "What Bicentennial means to Blacks is important because as people we still are not sure where we stand in America or for that matter in the world.

Clark also made reference to the Bicentennial issue in the August edition of Ebony magazine. He said that what Bennett said might have been premature.

He continued, "To celebrate or not may not be the question. What we need to ask ourselves is how important are we as a people. What do Africans and all Blacks have that the rest of the world cannot do without?"

Clark said that, in order for Blacks to become free, we have to make up our minds to be free. He said that we have to examine where we are and where we've been. Clark also said that, before we can become free, we have to examine the circumstances which brought us to the United States in the first place. He said that we have to deal with what went wrong in history before we can correct it.

"The recovery of the mind," said Clark, "is something that we'll always be fighting for. We have to believe we can do it."

Clark continued, "The United States was originally built on its slave labor, but today, when white Americans say justice for all, Blacks are not included. He said that, in the early part of the 19th century, Blacks woke up and started to ask questions. Among the Blacks who started this new movement were Frederick Douglass and Booker T. Washington. As a result of the new movement, Black churches and newspapers came into existence.

To re-examine the question as to whether or not Blacks should celebrate the Bicentennial, Clark said that Blacks should celebrate. He said that we should use this celebration to show the contributions that Blacks have made in building this nation. He said that we should decorate our dormitories with the different areas which Blacks made contributions in.

After Clark finished, Chancellor Lewis C. Dowdy commended Clark on his presentation. The chancellor said, "If we stand by and let this be a white celebration, then we did not listen to Mr. Clark."
Aggies Write Own Prescription

At a time of Bicentennial fever, when Americans are looking for final ways to commemorate the birth of this great nation, the people of Aggieland are writing their own prescriptions for complete joy and happiness.

This prescription will fill all answers to such questions as: "Who will be the first among the Aggies to step forth and honor our ancient principles with a renewed commitment to reclaim our destiny as a people, will we stand by, allowing events to sweep our democratic heritage aside, or will we, like our ancestors, assert ourselves and the power that lies within us, to regain control of our lives and the institutions around us?"

It is with honor that we pay tribute to this University that has nurtured and prepared many Black Americans for careers that have made their mark in the American Society that we know today.

To a people as confused over our basic values as we are today, this Constitution — "A Blast From Past" will or at least should make a unique attempt through self-expression, to let it be known that in Aggieland have come a long way, and although we have a long way to go, our past is one of honor, dedication and pride for we will come to grips with the principles of the first Revolution of 200 years ago!

Aggies Unite and Support all Homecoming Activities.

By Lucinda Moore

The A&T Alumni Association has made substantial monetary contributions to the university over the past year, and has provided substantial political support, as well. Alumni contributions represent the largest single source of unrestricted donations for student scholarships received by A&T, according to Joseph Williams, director of Alumni Affairs.

During the past four years, the alumni association has donated a total of $149,058.00 to A&T's student scholarships. The coalition has made substantial monetary contributions to the university over the past year, and has represented the largest single source of unrestricted donations for student scholarships received by A&T, according to Joseph Williams, director of Alumni Affairs.

The alumni association has donated a total of $149,058.00 to A&T's student scholarships. The coalition has made substantial monetary contributions to the university over the past year, and has represented the largest single source of unrestricted donations for student scholarships received by A&T, according to Joseph Williams, director of Alumni Affairs.

The alumni association of the University of North Carolina System have joined to form the North Carolina Alumni and Friends Coalition in order to better serve the interests of Black Schools.

The coalition has a lobbyist in Raleigh. The lobbyist seeks to eliminate the vestiges of segregation from the University of North Carolina's system of higher education.

Aggies Write Own Prescription

At a time of Bicentennial fever, when Americans are looking for final ways to commemorate the birth of this great nation, the people of Aggieland are writing their own prescriptions for complete joy and happiness.

This prescription will fill all answers to such questions as: "Who will be the first among the Aggies to step forth and honor our ancient principles with a renewed commitment to reclaim our destiny as a people, will we stand by, allowing events to sweep our democratic heritage aside, or will we, like our ancestors, assert ourselves and the power that lies within us, to regain control of our lives and the institutions around us?"

It is with honor that we pay tribute to this University that has nurtured and prepared many Black Americans for careers that have made their mark in the American Society that we know today.

To a people as confused over our basic values as we are today, this Constitution — "A Blast From Past" will or at least should make a unique attempt through self-expression, to let it be known that in Aggieland have come a long way, and although we have a long way to go, our past is one of honor, dedication and pride for we will come to grips with the principles of the first Revolution of 200 years ago!

Aggies Unite and Support all Homecoming Activities.

By Lucinda Moore

The A&T Alumni Association has made substantial monetary contributions to the university over the past year, and has provided substantial political support, as well. Alumni contributions represent the largest single source of unrestricted donations for student scholarships received by A&T, according to Joseph Williams, director of Alumni Affairs.

During the past four years, the alumni association has donated a total of $149,058.00 to A&T's student scholarships. The coalition has made substantial monetary contributions to the university over the past year, and has represented the largest single source of unrestricted donations for student scholarships received by A&T, according to Joseph Williams, director of Alumni Affairs.

The alumni association of the University of North Carolina System have joined to form the North Carolina Alumni and Friends Coalition in order to better serve the interests of Black Schools.

The coalition has a lobbyist in Raleigh. The lobbyist seeks to eliminate the vestiges of segregation from the University of North Carolina's system of higher education.

Army ROTC Cadet

Gains Outstanding Cadet Honor

Army ROTC Cadet Rodney Lee has been selected as the outstanding cadet for the month of October. Lee was chosen from approximately 115 newly-enrolled Army ROTC students.

Selection was based upon classroom attendance, military courtesy, learning, and leadership abilities.

Lee is a graduate of Williamson High School and is majoring in Business Administration. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lee of Williamston.

Christopher Watson stands by, allowing events to sweep our democratic heritage aside, or will we, like our ancestors, assert ourselves and the power that lies within us, to regain control of our lives and the institutions around us?"
Accounting Firm Gives Check

By Benjamin T. Forbes

Touché Ross and Co. of Detroit, Michigan presented a check in the amount of $1,000 to A&T. The Accounting Department Thursday at a luncheon at McClure's Restaurant.

William R. Ludwig, a representative of Touché Ross presented the check to Dr. Ladelle Marie Hyman, acting chairman of the accounting department.

According to W.I. Morris, director of Career Counseling and Placement, this particular grant will be used for student scholarships in the Accounting Department.

Alpha Phi Alpha Sponsors Bike-A-Thon

Beta Epsilon Chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. here at A&T, conducted a Bike-A-Thon last Saturday morning.

The brothers of Beta Epsilon Chapter undertook the event to obtain contributions which would help brighten the destiny of private Black Colleges. The proceeds from the Bike-A-Thon went in support of the United Negro College Fund, UNCF. UNCF is a major asset to the financial aid of private Black Colleges and Universities.

Riders who participated in the Bike-A-Thon were sponsored by clubs, organizations, or businesses. Although some sponsors donated food and refreshments for the riders, monetary contributions amounted to approximately $226.

The brothers of Alpha Phi Alpha appreciate all who participated in making the Bike-A-Thon a worthy and successful event.

Go To The Pre Dawn Klop Hop

A&T's Film Librarian Gets State Appointment

By Catherine Speller

On the third floor of Bluford Library, there is a section called the Film Library. This section is operated by Mrs. Eula Hudgens, a native of Winston-Salem, who is now a resident of Greensboro. Mrs. Hudgens is a graduate of the class of 1949 at A&T, where she received a B.S. degree in English and French. Upon graduation she was offered a job in the English Department and the Library. She chose to work in the Library.

While working there she became involved in the audio visual field. Later she went on to become the first student to receive a master's degree in the Audio Visual Aids Department here.

In college, she was a member of the Richard B. Harrison Players and performed in several plays.

Mrs. Hudgens has a gift for sewing and she has been making the costumes for the Harrison Players since her very first play. After graduation she still continued to make costumes for the players.

For years she has had small roles in plays on campus. She usually acts in at least one play a year. Among these were "A Raisin in the Sun" and "Contributions."

This year Mrs. Hudgens has been selected to be co-advisor to the Soul Phi Sigma Fraternity on campus. She is also a member of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Alpha Phi Omega Honor Society, and Dramatic Society.

Go To The Pre Dawn Klop Hop

Next year you could be on scholarship.

An Air Force ROTC 2-year scholarship. Which not only pays your tuition, but also gives you $100 a month allowance. And picks up the tab for your books and lab fees, as well.

And after college, you'll receive a commission in the Air Force...go on to further, specialized training...and get started as an Air Force officer. There'll be travel, responsibility, and a lot of other benefits.

But it all starts right here...in college...in the Air Force ROTC. Things will look up...so look us up. No obligation, of course.

CONTACT: AIR FORCE ROTC, CAMPBELL HALL, 379.7741
NORTH CAROLINA A&T STATE UNIVERSITY

Put it all together in Air Force ROTC.
Deborah Richardson, Miss Sophomore

Eldean Keen, Miss Omega Psi Phi

Deborah Pope, Miss Alpha Kappa Alpha

Clarine Rosser, Miss Esquire

Danette Shaw, Miss Home Economics

Sandra Midgett, Miss Alpha Kappa Mu

Sheila Long, Miss Phi Beta Sigma

Vivian Woods, Miss Fellowship Gospel Choir

Joan Carr, Miss Coed Affiliate P/R
Christal Watson, Miss A&T

Reba Green, Senior Attendant

Remonda Enoch, Junior Attendant

Robin Dixon, Soph. Attendant

Sandra Ingram, Fresh. Attendant

Stacy Le Beau, Miss Iota Phi Theta

Glotta Lambert, Miss Senior

Denece Price, Miss Gamma Sigma Sigma

Annette Radcliffe, Miss ASME

Photos By Harold R. Carter
By Daryl E. Smith

Some people on this campus can talk about all the problems that a university of this size may have, but A&T has a long and proud history of accomplishments. A Blast From the Past - A Journey Thru Time

November 1940 - PH.D’s added to A&T faculty.

January 1, 1940 - Two New Buildings to be Dedicated

October 1, 1940 - Two New Buildings to be Dedicated (Alexander Graham Hall and Richard A. Frank Hall). "A&T Choir" heard over nation wide hook-up Second coast to coast broadcast in seven months.

November 9, 1957 - Jena Home, and Sammy Dent, Jr., Herb Aaron, Althea Gibson, J. Earnest Williams

February 14, 1960 - "Students staged a sidewalk Demand" for the dignity and the release of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

March 17, 1973 - Jesse Jackson spoke at a Fensmor worship service, and asking those present to be conscious of Black History and the awareness that Black History has been deliberately taught.

April 2, 1965 - Mrs. Martin Luther King, Jr. came to A&T and spoke to the students, concerning the Spirit of the Struggle for Equality will continue and the students responded.

November 1965 - "College breaks ground for Union, and president received a million dollar check for the construction of a new Student Center."

December 1965 - Found the Aggie students asking each other a new campus and the plight of the Black male in this unfortunate war. The year was ended with the Bynford Library staff presenting a new author, and speaker, Jay Richard Kennedy. His topic to the students was "More than A Revel The Negro Revolution Fall"

January 1966 - Found book reading over WEMSTV, with students and faculty members joining forces to fight for diversity. It celebrated its sixtieth birthday; it was still standing and outgrowing to expand its program.

November 1960 - 200 students State. The number of Southern African students holding a mass meeting in the gymnasium to protest against proposed cuts in the school's budget.

October 16, 1959 - All organizations on campus were encouraged to end racial discrimination. That year A&T College was on the threshold of accreditation by the Southern Association of Colleges.

A&T has a 'first' in the nation in Unique African studies project with another plus. Ruth Leroy Seabrook to teach at A&T.

In November 1959, Yoshua Nakomo, an African leader spoke to the students on campus. Nakomo told the students that freedom from shackles and colonial domination was the place before colored peoples anywhere can assert themselves. "Ours is a struggle for humanity, justice, and freedom for all."

In December 1959, Latin College celebrated 100 years of existence. The Guidance Center was expanded for better service for Aggie students. Dr. Precious A. Lewis, Professor of history, received the Connor Award for his article, "The Economic Status of the Negro in Post-Reconstruction in North Carolina."

December 18, 1959 - "Mass meeting is called to applaud membership" in the Southern Association.

A&T students were aware of the conditions which constituted the frame work of the masses of Black people in the community around the campus, and the degrading environment which affected upon all Black people.

April 2, 1965 - "December 1965: "College breaks ground for Union, and president received a million dollar check for the construction of a new Student Center.""

October 17, 1975 - The A&T Register Page 15

January 8, 1965 - Found corporations pursuing A&T to deepen its roots.

February found the student body involved with a voter registration drive at A&T, specifically targeting African American institutions and the Southern Association. The Southern Association has spent considerable time developing this year’s "Black Belt area of the country.

September 25, 1964, - Ray Charles and Mahalia Joyce appeared for a Black benefit.

In 1972, Joe Tex arrived on campus and talked with the students about life in America. He named James Ray and Reynolds to replace him in that position.

Joe Tex arrived on campus and talked with the students about life in America. He named James Ray and Reynolds to replace him in that position.

September 29, 1973, - Stokely Carmichael, activist and member of the African People's Revolutionary Party, spoke before a capacity audience of attentive listeners. Stokely Carmichael spoke on ideology, goals, change, incorrect interpretations of history, Pan Africanism and other elements in the struggle to build a "Bridge over troubled water."
Swimming, roller-skating, art and leading his high school band for previous experience included major, is a junior architectural design major from Greensboro. Larry Spence, head drum major, is a Junior Architectural Engineering major from Greensboro. Antonio Shoffner, assistant head drum major, is a junior art design major from Greensboro. Antonio was drum major two years in the junior and senior high school band and is in his second year at A&T. His hobbies include swimming, playing piano, bowling and basketball. Thomas Peoples, a sophomore music student from Greensboro has had three years’ experience before becoming drum major at A&T. His hobbies include swimming, bowling and basketball.

Edwin “Skitt” Reene, a freshman professional theater student from Greensboro, had no previous experience. Edwin enjoys piano, tennis and baseball as hobbies. As for the problems they encountered, Spence commented, “It is hard giving orders to other people, but when the band performs well, these problems don’t matter.” Antonio stated, “It’s easier this year because of experience.” In answer to their impression of the band, Thomas asserted, “It is hard to hang; it’s very similar of the band, Thomas asserted, “It is hard to hang; it’s very similar to a fraternity, but it is easier with determination.” Edwin stated “The band has come a long way; and, as the season progresses, it will be better.” He also stated that the marching machine has the best band director in the country.

Both of the Dudleys agree that the cheerleaders are a very spirited group. They also agree that the cheerleaders lack talent. They are hard working and challenging work in the Catholic Church in America today.

Use the coupon and learn how you can serve in the most dynamic service for Black America.

Barber, president of Urban Talent Development Corporation and Board Chairman of New World National Bank, has a long and impressive list of professional business and civic achievements both locally and nationally. In February of this year, he was named “One of the Ten Outstanding Young Men for 1975” by the U.S. Jaycees for his business and professional achievements and his civic and community contributions.

He is a graduate of North Carolina A&T State and the University of Southern California. He has done additional graduate work at the University of Pittsburgh. Barber is married to the former Miss Betty Witherspoon of Charlotte, North Carolina and they have two children, Victoria Lynette and Richard, Jr. Barber is the son of Mr. & Mrs. John Barber of Trenton, North Carolina.

Proceeds from the dinner will go to the Richard E. Barber Scholarship Fund which was established last summer by Urban Youth Action, Inc. (UYA) in Barber’s honor. When asked about this honor Barber stated, “I am indeed grateful to UYA for establishing a Scholarship fund in my name, and, hopefully, as the fund increases, many young people over the years will be financially assisted in their educational and professional goals.”

Persons interested in making donations should send donations to the Richard E. Barber Scholarship Fund, P.O. Box 4626, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15206.

The Josephites serve their Communities in the U.S. and the Other Continents. Address: 3133 W. Broad Street, Richmond, Virginia, U.S.A. Phone: (804) 342-3133.

Be A Maker of History! BE A JOSEPHITE!!!
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A&T Has Seen Many Changes

(Continued From Page 15)

topic of many Aggie students, and one writer expressed his opinions on an article entitled: "Warriors Are An Example of American Truth," written by Ted Mangum.

The Aggie football team developed a new look with the addition of George Wheeler, offensive coordinator for the football team. Armstrong, Early, and Komness were enshrined in the sports hall of fame.

Ronald Alston captured the title of Mr. A&T, and Mrs. Lucille Piggott was named AKA Supreme

The Theatre staff as technical director.

The Board of Trustees approved push for the veterinary

Piggott was named AKA Supreme

University, joined the Speech and

Gregory speaking before a

school.

developed a new look with the

football team.

Ted Mangum.

"Watergate Is An Example of American Truth," written by

American Truth," written by

I attribute this to a rise in

morbid

on campus, and Ama Ata Adjei, noted Black playwright was a featured lecturer.

February 14, High Ride had Cowd Variation voted in, and everybody was happy.

The month ended with the

the coveted N.A.A.C.P. Man-of-the-Year Award.

I hope you've had a pleasant journey through time, and remember some of the outstanding events about A&T.

Welcome Home!!!

College Entrance Scores Drop

WASHINGTON AP-Recent drops in collegiate entrance requirements may affect high school students' more relaxed attitudes about attending college, as noted in a presidential election of the Educational Testing Service.

"It's no longer true that, if you're in the top quarter of your class, you think you have to go to college," William W. Turnbull said Wednesday.

He added that a national preoccupation with students' test scores is the wane.ETS, of Princeton, N.J., administers the college entrance exam and other tests.

Speaking to a group of reporters at a Washington Journalism Center seminar, Turnbull said many high school students were more willing to question their parents' values and experiment with values of their own choosing," he said.

Another reason why many students are more relaxed about getting into college is that there are more colleges now, Turnbull said.

Today's students are "more willing to abandon parental values and experiment with values of their own choosing," he said.

Another reason why many students are more relaxed about getting into college is that there are more colleges now, Turnbull said.

The reward of a thing well done is to have done it.

Williams Speaks At Conference

An address by Dr. H.C. Williams, a member of President Reagan's advisory board, highlighted a mini-conference and workshop on world food and agriculture on Thursday at 12:30 p.m.

The session was held in the Cofrane Hall Auditorium on East Market Street, under the auspices of the A&T School of Agriculture and the Gamma Sigma Delta and Alpha Tau Alpha agriculture fraternities.

Dr. Williams said his theme was "Freedom From Hunger: A Basic Right." Panelists included Dr. David Chen, professor of nutrition at the University of North Carolina in Chapel Hill. He spoke on "Food Production in Relation to Economic Growth." Dr. David Chen, professor of nutrition at the University of North Carolina in Chapel Hill.

Dr. William Reed, an Agency for International Development official and special assistant for international affairs at A&T, discussed "Agricultural Production in Relation to Economic Growth." Dr. David Chen, professor of nutrition at the University of North Carolina in Chapel Hill.

A student panel also participated in the workshop.

The reward of a thing well done is to have done it.

Minorities In America Do Not Have Freedom

By Clifton Craig

On July 4, 1976, many Americans will be celebrating this country's two hundredth anniversary of being a nation. Fireworks, speeches, and parades will highlight the activities throughout the land that day. "Land of the free and the home of the brave" will be what America will be celebrating that day. But is this true? Will all Americans feel the need to celebrate? I do not think so.

America should ask herself the question will the minority whom she has discriminated against ever over since the first European explorers set foot on this land's soil, feel like celebrating, especially if the bicentennial is defined as it stands today?

Can minorities celebrate if inequality, racism, poverty and segregation are still issues on July 4th? America has not freed minorities because, if she had, they would not still be struggling and mourning over what is rightfully theirs. They have to seize every opportunity here to prove to America that they should be free. America does not listen, but it does say celebrate.

Do not misinterpret what this writer is saying. He is not saying that minorities have nothing to celebrate because this would be a lie. Many people in the history of America who made significant contributions to the development and growth of this country belonged to the minority class. Martin Luther King, Sitting Bull, Harriet Tubman, Medgar Evers, Nat Turner, James Ead Chaney, William E.B. DuBois, and Richard Alston, to name a few, all died trying to show America what it was supposed to stand for. To not celebrate their accomplishments would be foolish, but it should be made clear that this is not America, for she has not freed the minority yet.

America should define to her people what she is celebrating. The people should know America misled them in such a manner. Finally, America should not be allowed to play the game of freedom because it cannot be bought in the 5810 cost cent.
Department Needs Instructors

By Sidney Marable

The Political Science Department and the Psychology Department, both located in Holder Hall, are both suffering from the same ailment, a lack of instructors.

There are over 200 majors in the Political Science Department with only five instructors. The state of North Carolina among the teachers-student ratio to be 1 to 16. However the Political Science Department has a teacher-student ratio of 1 to 25.

Singh further stated that without the instructors, concentration areas in political science can not be developed; thus, the present instructors cannot only provide the bare minimum necessities for its majors.

The chairman of the Psychology Department, Dr. Amarjit Singh, stated that the political science needs at least eight instructors. The current teacher-student ratio to be 1 to 25.

According to Singh, in order to have a good undergraduate program, the Political Science Department needs at least eight instructors. The present ratio would bring about a teacher-student ratio of 1 to 25.

Sadler went on to say that the Psychology Department should have a full-time equivalency of eleven to twelve faculty members. Based on a 1 to 16 teacher to student ratio, the present full-time equivalency for faculty members is four. Given the elders or twelve faculty members, Sadler said, a master's program may be possible by 1979.

Richard B. Harrison

A&T Instructor Was Famous

By Shirley Ballard

For those students who are working on their Bachelor's degrees, and for the players received their names, was an actor, and drama instructor at A&T, Richard Berry Harrison. He was over 65 years old when he

agreed to play the part of "De Land", in "Gone With the Wind" in 1929 and to the spotlight shone on him on the stage of the Manhattan Theatre in New York.

Harrison appeared in that role at various venues, including the role of "De Land" in "Gone With the Wind." He was awarded the Drama League Award, and the National Society of Film Critics Award.

His potrait is displayed in the John F. Kennedy Library and Museum. He was also named in honor of him.

Mitchell's CLOTHING STORE

Men's Hi-Style
Pants-Shirts-Coats-Shoe
311 E. Market Street
Ph. 272-7002
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**Ragsdale And Roney Win Honor**

By Zeavy McDouglas

"Let's Go Aggies," "Let's Go Aggies," this familiar chant is being led this year by two male cheerleaders, Michael Coleman and Michael Edwards. Both young men are sophomores and electronic majors from Jacksonville, N.C. Neither Michael nor Major had any previous experience before becoming cheerleaders at A&T. Their interest in gymnastics prompted them to tryout for, cheerleading.

As for the problems, they have encountered, both gentlemen explained that the hardest thing was learning the cheers and stunts. They practice approximately fifteen hours per week preparing for the games. Also, they state that it was sometimes hard to put nervousness aside. They added that it was fun working with the ladies.

Major lists his hobbies as football, tennis, basketball, engine repair, eating and traveling. Even though this time is limited, Michael's hobbies include sports, and all phases of music.

Both young men commented that the band is bad, the cheerleaders are dynamite, the football team has come a long way, and the Aggie Family is second to none.

Michael and Major have really gotten themselves together, and with more support from the student body they will improve. So, "Let's Go Aggies," and support Michael and Major.

---

**Young Starting Lineup Faces Hawks Saturday**

By Craig Turner

A&T will field a young but veteran starting lineup against the Hawks of Maryland Eastern Shore this weekend. The Aggies are stocked with an abundance of juniors and sophomores who have achieved a good deal of maturity over the first five weeks of the 1975 campaign.

The offensive unit has its last two victories and the reputation for excellent speed thanks to the likes of James Massiek (6-1, 255) and All-America candidate Ron Morgan (6-3, 243).

Coach Howell said before the season started that his linemen would be "the best in the conference." This corps has not let him down. It is led by middle linebackers Lou Aiken (6-l, 232) and Greg Holland (6-3, 225) and sometimes by linebacker Lou Aiken (6-l, 232) who played an instrumental part in the Aggies' win over Norfolk.

The outside linebackers are fast in the weight department but are heavy in experience. Joe Courtney (6-3, 210) and Jerome Simmons (5-11, 198) pack a considerable whallop when it comes to upending backs.

Before the season began, the secondary was a huge question mark but the graduation of stars John Hampton and All America Morris Mckie. The Aggies are presently second in passing. Both passers in the league. The secondary was a huge question mark because of the graduation of John Hampton and All America Morris McKie. The Aggies are presently second in passing. Both passers in the league.

Vannichl Nicholson of Morgan State has been named defensive lineman of the week and Leonard Duncan and Anthony Evans of South Carolina State are co-defensive backs of the week in the Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference (MEAC).

Nicholson, a 6-2, 230 pound senior linebacker, was credited with 16 tackles and four assists in Morgan State's 26-0 win over Maryland-Eastern Shore last Saturday. Seven of his tackles were in the opponent's backfield. Duncan, a junior, intercepted a pass and returned it 15 yards to set up the winning field goal in S.C. State's 10-7 victory over Johnson C. Smith Saturday. He was credited with seven solo tackles, an open field touchdown-saving tackle and three assists.

Evans grabbed two interceptions and returned them 22 and 27 yards. He had five individual tackles, one in the opponent's backfield, and four assists. He also punted six times and averaged 39.3 yards.

---

**Two Young Men Assist Aggies With Cheering**

As for the problems, they have encountered, both gentlemen explained that the hardest thing was learning the cheers and stunts. They practice approximately fifteen hours per week preparing for the games. Also, they state that it was sometimes hard to put nervousness aside. They added that it was fun working with the ladies.

Major lists his hobbies as football, tennis, basketball, engine repair, eating and traveling. Even though this time is limited, Michael's hobbies include sports, and all phases of music.

Both young men commented that the band is bad, the cheerleaders are dynamite, the football team has come a long way, and the Aggie Family is second to none.

Michael and Major have really gotten themselves together, and with more support from the student body they will improve. So, "Let's Go Aggies," and support Michael and Major.

---

**GREENSBORO BLOOD PLASMA CENTER**

$16.00 Per Week Giving Blood Plasma

Greensboro Blood Plasma Center

255 North Greene Street
Greensboro, NC

Phone: 273-4313
**SPORTS NOTEBOOK**

By Craig Turner

Welcome back, Aggies! That's right; it's homecoming week here in Aggieland and a lot of attention is being focused on A&T's homecoming game against winless Maryland-Eastern Shore.

It is often said that every school should try to get an opponent on its schedule for homecoming that would produce the least amount of resistance.

However, in A&T's case, the toughest intersectional contest is set for homecoming each year. The Aggies usually face Morgan State or Maryland each year, depending on the schedule.

During the past three years, the Aggies have run into quite a bit of trouble with both clubs. The Maryland-Eastern Shore Hawks came here in 1973 and were entertained by what was supposedly a championship-bound A&T team. And were entertained by what was supposedly a championship-bound A&T team.
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Sports Notebook

(Continued from Page 20)

Howard will entertain one of the weaker clubs of the CIAA this week in Virginia State. Mike Banks and company would like to get a but win here to gain some steam before coming into hostile Greensboro next weekend.

The key matchup in the MEAC this week will be South Carolina State and Morgan State in Orangeburg, S.C. A win by the visiting Bears will leave the conference in a three-way clash for the first place.

Morgan has begun to stall over the last three weeks with a lot of youngsters in the line up. South Carolina State has fallen off somewhat although they are still unbeaten. It could be the upset of the week.

Grambling continues to rule the Black college football scene after thumping Oregon State and Tennessee State on the road. You have to wonder when will it all end for the Tigers. You can bet it won’t be this year.

With a hapless opponent for a homecoming foe and an A&T team which is rolling along strong with two routs under its belt, there can be little doubt over PREDICTIONS.

My co-worker, Nicie Cannon, has made an interesting prediction this week. She said, "We’re going 9-2 and that includes beating Grambling.”

I am not feeling that good about homecoming. That will have to be proved on the field at a later date, much later.

Mike Davis.......................... A&T
Nicie Cannon.......................... A&T
Blannie E. Bowen.................. A&T
Craig R. Turner..................... A&T

A&T Will Face Winless Hawks

By Craig Turner

A homecoming crowd of about 20,000 is expected in Memorial Stadium this Saturday afternoon as A&T will entertain winless Maryland-Eastern Shore.

Coach Harold Gray’s club has yet to find the winning combination in a 0-5 record this season. Coach Gray’s unit was rated by the conference’s head football coaches in preseason predictions. However, the Panthers cannot be counted out completely in this weekend affair. There is still a wealth of talent located in the starting units.

The Maryland defense could be the deciding factor in the game against the Aggies. The Aggies are led by defensive end Carl Flowers, who at 6’7 and 285 pounds is probably the quickest of the Hawk safeties and is rated one of the strongest defensive backs in the MEAC.

The offense is capable of scoring quickly but lacks any degree of consistency. The breakdown in Eastern Shore’s dismissal 2-6 season of a year ago could be directly traced back to the inability of the offense to establish ball control.

The offensive line is huge and possesses adequate speed. This contingent is led by veteran guard Paul Smith (6-0, 230). The center will be LeMar Davis (6-2, 260). The offensive tackle of note is Edward Davis (6-4, 250), who developed well during the early going.

The Aggie corps was depleted through graduation and injuries. B.W. Hill (6-0, 190) rates tops, but has very little experience. Eddie Brown may become the starting flanker although he lacks back-type speed.

The running backs will be Andre Parson (5-9, 185) who at present is the Hawks’ leading ground gainer, and Al James. The receiving present is the Hawks’ leading wideout and is a hometown favorite.

Game time for this MEAC tilt is set for 1:00 p.m.

Cosmos Will Be Scene Of Induction Ceremony

(Continued from Page 20)

Jewell became famous by lettering in four sports from 1927-31. He was captain of his track team two years and the football and basketball teams one year.

He was also an outstanding coach at Dudley High School, here in Greensboro. He coached both football and basketball squads to championships.

Douglas is currently involved in politics as the mayor of the city of pulmonary. He is a high school teacher also.

The only conference action saw Howard slide past Florida State, 12-7, and Morgan State gaining a homecoming victory over Maryland-Eastern Shore, 26-0.

North Carolina Central had a bye last week.

The MEAC posted wins against outside opponents last week. With A&T’s upset of Norfolk, South Carolina State whipped Johnson C. Smith, 10-7, in Charlotte.

The Cosmos Club and Restaurant.

All five inductees will be present at a press conference this afternoon at the Cosmos Club and Restaurant.

There will be an entertainment ceremony held tonight at 8 p.m. at the club.

The Aggie greats will also be honored at halftime of the A&T vs. Maryland-Eastern Shore game.

Reservations for the banquet can be secured from Joseph Williams at the Alumni Office, Room 203 Dudley Building.

Let’s Do It!!!
The Last Homecoming For Senior Football Players

Bernard Anderson
Charles Bell
Walter Bennett
W. Blue
D. Brown
Russell Woodard
Michael Page
G. Ragsdale
O. Stokes
Wayne Walker
Photos By Steven L. Sims

A&T Gridders Expect A Homecoming Victory Saturday

By Nicie Cannon
and Craig Turner

Coach Hornsby Howell hails this team as having the best senior leadership since 1972 and the seniors unanimously predict a homecoming victory, followed by Aggie victories throughout the remainder of the season.

Photos By Steven L. Sims
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Coach Hornsby Howell hails this team as having the best senior leadership since 1972 and the seniors unanimously predict a homecoming victory, followed by Aggie victories throughout the remainder of the season.

These two reporters went into the Aggie camp this week to try to gain some insight on what might be running through the minds of the senior members of the club.

The answers ranged from the serious to the humorous as the class of 1976 will trot onto the turf of Memorial Stadium Saturday afternoon for their last homecoming appearance.

There is one senior who won't get to participate physically in his last homecoming game at A&T, and he's naturally disappointed. "That's the most important game to a senior," says Willie Jones. "I'm very disappointed at not being able to play because I look forward to homecoming," the injured linebacker sadly confessed.

"I want to squat up, catch about six passes, and score at least one touchdown," he stated.

The Columbus, Georgia native who formerly lived in Vicksburg, Mississippi, now resides in Jacksonville, Florida, foresees the team as capturing the MEAC crown. "Right now I think we've gotten together. Everybody's together and everybody wants to win. We have a set goal-to become MEAC champs or co-champs. I think we'll end up 9-2 or 8-3 at worst.

"The Tanzanian Devil" is all set to wind up his career in style-a homecoming victory and a win over North Carolina Central University. "Since we have tasted the bitterness of losing, we won't anymore," says Charles Bell, a strong safety on A&T's powerful defensive squad. "I feel that the team is offensively and defensively is rapidly reaching its peak ... the team will end up 9-2 and we will have no trouble disposing of Grambling.

And if Grambling won't present a major problem, then surely the Aggies can wipe out Maryland-Eastern Shore on homecoming night. "Positively," Bell confidently expressed. "This should be one of A&T's best homecoming games ever because this is the best team in four years."

The defensive back considers himself to be of vital importance to the secondary. "I feel from (See James, Page 23)"
James Lily

Christian stated, "We can put it into it," he related. "Homecoming Day? What does Lilly plan to do to gain a mark of 9-2 this season? A&T will face in the upcoming weeks teams such as Howard, Morgan State, and Grambling. Then the Aggies will face the season's finale as they meet arch rival North Carolina Central here in Greensboro on November 22.

Can the Aggies take both a homecoming victory plus a win over the Eagles? Only time can tell.

Reynolds is Optimistic Over Upcoming Season

James Lily

"Homecoming Day? What does Lilly plan to do to gain a mark of 9-2 this season? A&T will face in the upcoming weeks teams such as Howard, Morgan State, and Grambling. Then the Aggies will face the season's finale as they meet arch rival North Carolina Central here in Greensboro on November 22.

Can the Aggies take both a homecoming victory plus a win over the Eagles? Only time can tell.

Reynolds is Optimistic Over Upcoming Season

By Blannie E. Bowen

It seems like only yesterday when A&T's Spruill destroyed Marvin Woodland of Morgan State in the finals of the 1975 Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference basketball tournament. A&T won its third MEAC title in four years this past March in Baltimore. But, 1975-76 is a different year. At least, Coach Warren Reynolds thinks so.

"I am impressed with the 'satisfaction' level that is that the team, things cannot be as bad and that confidence that is possessed by the team," Reynolds remarked with his veterans falter, when answering the question of this season's MEAC foe, Reynolds added after Wednesday's first practice session.

"The players have a strong desire to compete and they are very aggressive. During the first three days of practice, we will be conditioning playing defense, and developing good attitudes," Reynolds noted of his first three days of practice.

To say Coach Reynolds is optimistic would put the situation mildly, but a little extra confidence might not be bad when considering the Aggie basketball picture. Only Spruill, Stanley Parham and Lon Smith are missing from a 1974-75 MEAC champion squad. But, Spruill and Parham were starting forwards, would dispute the Coach. Ron Johnson a 6-6 forward with all MEAC fare, would provide different answers.

James Sparrow, a 6-6 guard who scored 16 points a game as a freshman, will provide sparks from various angles. Seldom-used Caleb Johnson, Ray Barnes, Art Blackwell, and Gayle Bowdler should be of great help this season.

Should his veterans falter, Reynolds, still not should not be crying according to the records of his newcomers. His newcomers are talented on paper at least. He has 6-9 L. J. Pipkin, 6-4 Gary Frazier, 6-4 Kenneth Small, 6-3 Terris McLain, 6-4 Mike Levister, 6-4 Jay Jameson, and 5-11 Willie Dickson to cry to for help. For the time being, Coach Reynolds is smiling. He has a right to smile with the pleasant problem he at to solve: another championship in 1976.

The race is not always won by the swiftest, but by those who can endure to the end.
JOIN THE ARMY ROTC

SOME ARMY ROTC STUDENTS GIVE REASONS WHY . . .

Army ROTC Queen, Ms. Andrea Troy
Whiteville, N. C.

"The job market is getting tighter every year. I want as much going for me as possible. The management and leadership techniques taught me during the last three years can be used in any field. I think a prospective employer knows that and ROTC on my record will help me."

Cadet Ronald Lamb
Clinton, N. C.

"I joined the Army ROTC because it provides me with a scholarship which pays for tuition, books, lab and other educational fees, and provides a tax free $100 monthly allowance!"

Cadet Stephen Harrelson
Yanceyville, N. C.

"I wanted an Army career. Taking ROTC along with my other college courses seemed to be the most feasible way. If I change my mind, the leadership will be valuable to me in my civilian career."

THIS COULD BE YOU

WOMEN IN ROTC
Cadets: Bratton, Chadwick and Troy

FUTURE ARMY OFFICERS
Cadets: Dickens, McKayhan, Sutton, Scott, Morrissey, Harrelson, Lamb, Payne, Barber and Reddick

ARMY-ROTC. LEARN WHAT IT TAKES TO LEAD!

For Further Information, Contact:
Professor of Military Science
A & T State University
Room 105, Campbell Hall
Greensboro, North Carolina 27405
Telephone 919-379-7552